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BEST BET R11 20:44

Florida Line Black D

T: Jason Sparks
The Hound Says: Consistent to date and he is
armed with a dynamic turn of foot. Good record
from wide draws, will be in the firing line
throughout, hard to hold out

NEXT BEST R4 18:17

Hyped Up
Hustler

Red
Fwn B

T: Bill Grech
The Hound Says: One of the more reliable
beginners in the race and she faces a big drop in
class. Should pounce on the arm, will prove hard
to reel in.

QUADDIE

Race 5 - 7,6,5 
Race 6 - 4,3,8 
Race 7 - 6,3,2 
Race 8 - 2,5 

$20 For 37.03%

R1 LADBROKES BLACKBOOK MAIDEN Maiden 320m 17:12

ROB YOU BLIND (5) has been placed in six of
eight to date and she is armed with a nice turn of
foot. Draw is a slight concern but she should
have enough pace to cross early on. CORLESS A
LION (2) was placed behind a good one here last
time and he will continue to get better, while
NOMAD (1) is a well bred type and is drawn to
get all the breaks.
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R2 LADBROKES EASY FORM MAIDEN Maiden 401m 17:32

STERLING KROES (6) had some support on debut
and he was far from disgraced when placed over
this track/distance. Exits a similar draw and he
can cross and lead throughout. ZIPPING JOLIE (4)
turned in a solid performance here last time and
she can work into the mix in the middle stages.
OUR LITTLE DREAM (3) can run a cheeky race
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R3 LADBROKES COMMUNITIES MASTERS M3 401m 17:55

PUMPKIN EATER (2) has shown a return to form
in recent weeks and she looks very well graded
tonight. A clean getaway should see her clear the
red and she will take some catching. GOOD
ODDS JEB (3) owns a smart 22.91 PB here and he
will follow the two across early on, while CRUISE
OR LOSE (4) will appreciate the empty draw on
her outside.
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R4 VISIT WICKRACING.COM 5th Grade 320m 18:17

HYPED UP HUSTLER (7) is one of the more
reliable beginners in the race and she will
appreciate the drop in class. She should pounce
on the arm and she will give them something to
catch. FIERY EYE (3) has been racing well around
Potts Park in recent months and she will be on
the pace throughout. BROWNLOW FLYER (1) has
the good draw.
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R5 FLYING RICCIARDO AT STUD 5th Grade 320m 18:39

BALLYNEALE BULL (7) turned in a strong
performance to score here when resuming from
a spell and he will continue to get stronger with
more racing this prep. HELEEN'S PENNIES (6) is
racing with tremendous confidence and she has
the speed to cross and lead, while ALL GOOD
MISS (5) shows promise and just needs luck early
on.
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R6 FREE ENTRY AT RICHMOND RACE CLUB 4th/5th Grade 401m 19:00

JAN'S MEMORY (4) has been racing well over
500m of late and she is suited back to this
distance range. She is normally very reliable at
box rise, so the middle pin won't be much of a
concern. MILLY'S SONG (3) is another who is
quite reliable at box rise and she should clear the
inside two runners early. OLD EASY (8) will charge
late
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R7 KIDS MEALS $10 (WED & SUN) 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 401m 19:22

WINNING REBEL (6) has raced extremely well
here to date and he can carve out time when in
the clear. The draw is a slight concern but he
should be able to light them up soon after box
rise. FLYING CONZARA (3) has shown a lot of
improvement around Goulburn of late and she
can work into the mix mid race. NATH'S GIFT (2)
will be strong late.
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R8 VISIT WICKCOFFEE.COM 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 401m 19:42

WHISKEY DAWN (2) has won two of three to date
and she carved out a smart 6.78 early in her
debut win here. A clean getaway will see her
clear the red and she will prove hard to reel in.
CEDAR GRACE (5) is on the improve and she has
turned in some mighty performances here of
late, while GUNDANGARA BOY (1) is a powerful
type and is well drawn.
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R9 RACE SPONSORSHIPS AVAILABLE 1-3 WIN 5th Grade 401m 20:03

FANTASIA ASIA (1) has been steady in his past
two, however he did record a top 22.86 win here
prior to that and a similar run tonight will see
him lead throughout again. FULL ON ACES (4) is
improving all the time and he will keep the
pressure on from the outset. IT'S FATE (2) is
better than her form reads and she will follow
the red through early.
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R10 GRNSW PUPPY AUCTION MAY 26TH 1-3
WIN

5th
Grade 401m 20:25

NIGHT LIGHTER (1) has won three of six here
over 320m and he is ready for the rise in
distance. A clean getaway should see him hold
the top and he can dash away mid race. SHIMA
BRIDIE (2) owns a slick 22.89 PB here and she
should follow the red through before pushing to
the outside. CAIT ROD'S FLY (6) has the engine
but will need some luck
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R11 BISTRO OPEN FOR DINNER (WED & SUN) 5th Grade 320m 20:44

FLORIDA LINE (8) has a good record here to date
and he is armed with a dazzling turn of foot once
balanced. He excels from wide draws and there
should be no excuses. SUCH A SHAME (6) has a
wonderful strike rate here and she just needs a
little room in the early stages. FANTASIA QUEEN
(7) rises in class but she is racing with confidence
at present.
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R12 EVERYONE'S WELCOME AT RRC
PATHWAYS

5th
Grade 320m 21:08

Tough race but SUPER JANE (9) gets a start from
box six and she will find this easier than her most
recent racing. She should settle in the first half
and she may prove too strong in the run to the
line. KNIGHTED FOXY (8) is another who should
find this easier and she will get plenty of room
early on. FAWN TIPSY (4) has claims
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